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Introduction
This study explored a new haptic steering interaction method, including the design and evaluation of an Intention-Based Haptic
Steering (IBHS) system. Such an intention-based method can support both lane keeping and lane changing assistance, by
detecting a driver’s Lane Change (LC) intention. A driving simulator experiment demonstrated that the supporting system
decreased the lane departure risk in the lane keeping tasks and could support a fast and stable lane changing maneuver.
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1. The IBHS was effective in lowing lane departure risk, and showed a tendency to reduce the overshoot distance
2. A strong supporting torque showed better assistive performance than a weak torque when driving with IBHS assistance. 
3. The intention consistency detection method could accurately catch the driver’s  intention and achieve smooth re-planning. 

Conclusion

Intention-based lane assistance haptic steering system

Driving simulator validation

Fixed driving simulator and Smart Eye Pro eye
tracking system.
A driving simulator experiment with 12
participants was conducted to demonstrate
the supporting system.
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Control flow chart of intention-based
lane assistance haptic guidance
steering (HGS) method

Unrolled GRU layer with 180 units, 
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single preview-point method for
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(b) Driving with IBHS system


